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Working with Farmers to Grow the Wealth of Tasmania 

Preferred Design Option 

Planning and engineering work on the Tamar Irrigation 

Scheme is on track as one of the Stage 1 projects in 

Tasmanian Irrigation’s next 10 Tranche Three projects. 

The project team continues to work hard to progress 

the scheme to the pointy end of pre-feasibility and a 

huge amount of progress has been achieved since the 

last update. 

The team has been busy developing a Preferred Design 

Option and identifying opportunities to improve the 

feasibility of the scheme.  

A constructability review of the preferred alignment 

has been completed, resulting in some minor localised 

adjustments to the concept design. The Tamar crossing 

has been slightly realigned on the western shore to 

avoid new developments currently under construction 

in Legana. The concept design is now being undergoing 

an external peer review.  

Lake Trevallyn has reliable availability of water 

throughout the year, so the project team have 

explored options to expand the availability of water 

outside Tasmanian Irrigation’s standard 150-day 

irrigation summer season.  

Further details will be provided as they are 

consolidated and committed in the coming months. 

The TI Tamar Team is working closely with Tasmanian 

Irrigation Board and others to progress the scheme to 

Water Sales.  

Coming soon 

The investigations so far confirm Tamar Irrigation 

Scheme will unlock enormous prospects for the region. 

Over the next few months, we will be running a 

campaign to help you understand more about 

irrigation and the benefits of a scheme like this. We 

aim to be more accessible than ever to help you 

understand your water needs. 

Further updates will be coming soon as we enter the 

last stage of the prefeasibility investigation .  

 

 PROJECT UPDATE 

 

Tamar Irrigation Scheme Facts and Statistics 

Expressions of Interest 168 

Water source Lake Trevallyn 

Irrigation districts Westwood, Rowella, Beaconsfield, Legana, Hillwood, Pipers River, Lilydale, Pipers Brook 

EOI Volume 11,760 ML 

Length of pipe 240km 

Dam Winter fill to supply Pipers Brook and Upper Lilydale 
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Tamar Irrigation Scheme Newsletter 

Tasmanian Irrigation looks forward to continuing to work collaboratively and cooperatively with all Tamar area 

farmers and other key stakeholders to deliver an irrigation project designed to last at least 100 years and deliver 

water at an average annual reliability of more than 95 per cent. 

Improving the affordability of the scheme 

TI recognise that, so far, this is one of the more complex 

and expensive scheme’s to be undertaken. However, it 

also one of the most promising, so the team are 

investigating options to improve the affordability.  

Put simply, this is best achieved with more interest. Due 

to the expansive area covered by the scheme, we are 

seeking additional interest from landowners between 

existing EOIs received.  

The challenge for both the TI team and IRC is to connect 

with all landowners along the pipeline to make sure 

everyone is aware of the project and economic 

opportunities. It is our goal to improve the feasibility by 

increasing the level of interest in the scheme. Basically, 

more MLs = lower entitlement and opex prices.  

Please help us spread the word throughout the region. 

Next Steps  

The following will be further detailed to progress the 

development of a preferred option recommendation.  

External review — external consultants will provide a 

detailed review of the scheme, focusing on costs, 

constructability and feasibility;  

Scheme seasons and operation — the continuous 

access to water at Lake Trevallyn presents an unusual 

but important opportunity to consider in developing 

the proposed duration and operation of the scheme; 

Cultural heritage assessments — the entire pipe 

alignment and proposed dam site will be assessed for 

areas of Aboriginal and European cultural heritage 

prior to endorsement of the preferred option; and 

Design endorsement — the project team will present 

the Preferred Design Option to the Tasmanian 

Irrigation Board in the second half of 2021. 

Endorsement of the scheme will progress the project 

to the feasibility stage, which involves the acquisition 

of relevant permits, licenses and approvals required 

prior to water sales.  

Tamar Area of Interest 

 

Introducing Josh Marshall 

Welcome Josh to the Tasmanian Irrigation Tamar Team 

as Project Manager. Josh brings a wealth of experience 

and local knowledge having grown up  with a family 

farm in the Tamar area. He will be joining Josie Kleinitz 

in progressing the scheme to water sales.  

We want to thank Sven for his contribution in advancing 

the scheme and congratulate him on his move into a 

prominent leadership role in pitt&sherry.  

 

Community Feedback  

Community feedback on the Preferred Design Option is 

encouraged and always welcomed.  

The form for this, along with additional information re-

garding the Tamar Irrigation Scheme, can be found on 

the TI website at: www.tasmanianirrigation.com.au/

schemes/tamar or by contacting the project manager 

Josh Marshall on the contact details provided overleaf.  
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Tamar Irrigation Scheme Newsletter 

This newsletter contains information of a general nature and reasonable care has been taken to ensure 

accuracy of content at the time of publication. Scheme details and policies may change, and individual 

circumstances may vary. This newsletter should not be relied upon as a basis of individual decision 

making. For more information about this newsletter, please contact: Tasmanian Irrigation Pty Ltd,  

PO Box 84, Evandale, TAS, 7212  |  Ph: (03) 6398-8433  |  www.tasirrigation.com.au 

Q&A with the Irrigator Representative Committee (IRC) 

What is an EOI? 

Expressions of Interest (EOIs) are how TI understand the 

demand for water during the initial planning for a new 

scheme. EOIs are not a contractual document or 

application for entitlements, but rather an indication of 

the volume of water you may be interested in purchasing. 

The EOI volume can be increased or decreased at any 

time up until Water Sales.  

The volume indicated by EOI’s is used to develop the 

preferred design option. This determines the price of 

entitlements for Water Sales, which is when applications 

for water entitlements are made and the numbers are 

locked in. 

What are the predicted number of jobs this scheme will 

deliver? 

Currently, employment on the 51 farms that participated 

in the Enterprise Mix and Margin Survey stands at around 

145 full-time equivalents (FTE). An additional 189 FTE are 

expected to be required to service these farms with the 

additional water and on-farm investment of the irrigation 

scheme. That's a 130 per cent increase in employment! 

Furthermore, the survey results indicated additional high-

surety water poses an opportunity to transition to higher 

margin enterprises, particularly given the conducive soil 

types and climate within the Tamar region. 

Who can buy a water entitlement? 

To buy an entitlement, the person/enterprise must 

hold an interest in the land (i.e. own the land where 

the property outlet will be located), and nominate a 

preferred location for the outlet which will be 

provided as part of the purchase of entitlements.   

Once an application is made, TI will assess the 

application and, if accepted, the applicant and any 

guarantors will enter into a Water Entitlement 

Purchase contract with TI. Once the scheme has been 

commissioned, the contract will need to be 

completed and the purchased entitlements will be 

issued.  

Who can trade water entitlements? 

Once the contract has been completed, the owner of 

the entitlement can trade their water. The tradability 

of water within an irrigation district is regulated 

through the zone nomination of delivery rights.  

Essentially, you can buy water from someone 

downstream of you and you can sell water to 

someone upstream of you (buy low, sell high).  

Water trading zones are design to maximise water 

trading capacity and opportunities. 

 

 

Winter Entitlements Survey 

Have you responded to our water entitlements 

survey?  

This survey will help us gauge the interest in off-

season (i.e. not summer) water availability. Winter 

water entitlements have the potential to lower the 

summer entitlement price.  

A copy can be accessed from the TI website below or 

please contact Josh to update your Expression of 

Interest (EOI). 

Winter Water Entitlements EOI 

IRC Representative Mobile 

Ed Archer (Chair) 0417 337 144 

Carl Cooper 0428 250 920 

James Davies 0448 197 064 

Robin Dornauf 0418 133 833 

Tim Duffy 0408 620 191 

Joseph (Joe) Hammond 0400 645 878 

Phillip Headlam 0409 219 288 

Brett McClintock 0409 765 153 

Tamar Project Manager Josh Marshall  

M: 0418 775 392     E: josh.marshall@tasirrigation.com.au  

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/8687d436aab1496f9293e55c4e5b8612

